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A 4:ompactly supported positive measure (r in the complex plane C is said to be 
norm inimal if there is a compactly supported positive measure p. not equal to 0. 
with logarithmic potential equal to the logarithmic potential of r~ outside some 
comfact set and less than or equal to the logarithmic potential of e on C. If D is a 
nonn inimal measure then there is a nonempty open set. 0. such that every 
sequence of polynomials converging in L’tcr ) converges normally on Q. 1 IYX7 
.Acade, ,IC Press. Ins 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let b be a compactly supported positive measure on @. H’(p) will 
denote the closure of the analytic polynomials in L’(p). 
1.1. DEFINITION. The region of analyticity for H’(/1), denoted by C?,,, is 
the larg,est open set such that convergence of a sequence of analytic 
polynociials to 0 in L*(/l) implies normal convergence to 0 on Q,,. 
It is clearly possible that 8, = a. Further, if K is a compact subset of Q,, 
then th.:re is M,>O so that 1 p(r)1 GM, )I p 11 L~,k,, for every z in K. It 
follows that each point of Q,, is a bounded point evaluation for H’(p). The 
problenl of existence of bounded point evaluation has a long history and 
was ori);inally proposed in connection with the invariant subspace problem 
for subiiormal operators (see [4] and [6]). 
1.2. DEFINITION. If 1( and CJ are compactly supported finite positive 
measures in C then /cdo if and only if j log 1 p(z)1 C+(Z)< 
J‘log I p(z)1 da(z) f or every analytic polynomial p. p is equivalent to rr if 
Sp(z) utl(~)=jp(z) da(z) f or every analytic polynomial p. A measure (T is 
minimal if 11 d cr implies p = u. Otherwise u is nonminimal. 
It is ‘:asily seen that if p <C-J then ,u is equivalent to g. 
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As an illustration of these definitions consider ,u as the point mass at 0. If 
G is equivalent to p then jp(z) dp(z)=p(O) for every polynomial p, i.e., 
0 is a representing measure for polynomials. If CJ > p then log 1 p(O)1 6 
J log I p(=)l Wz) f or every polynomial p, i.e., 0 is a Jensen measure for 0 for 
polynomials. 
The main result of this paper is that if 0 is nonminimal measure then the 
region of analyticity for H’(a) is not empty. 
11. SOME PROPERTIES OF LOGARITHMIC POTENTIALS 
If 11 is a compactly supported positive measure on @ denote the 
logarithmic potential of 11, s log 12 - IZ’ 1 &( K,), by C’,(z). C’, is subharmonic 
on C and harmonic off the support of ,LL The following results are easily 
proved (see [3]). 
2.1. LEMMA. If p is equitlalent to ts then V, = V, outside some compact 
set. If p < CT then V,,(Z) d V,(z) on @. if U is open and V,, = V, on U then 
p = o on Cf. [f h is harmonic and ,u is equiz~alent o c then s h(z) dp(z) = 
j-h(z) da(z). If zs is subharmonic and p < CT then j s(z) dp(z) <j S(Z) do(z). 
The following theorem provides a connection between measures and 
logarithmic potentials for questions regarding bounded point evaluations. 
2.2. THEOREM. If ,u d a and mz denotes area measure on @ then 
1 I p(z)/’ da(=) = j I p(z)J’ dp(z) 
+;I Ip’(~)l’(V,(z)- V,(z))dmJz). 
Proof If U is a C2-function in an open neighborhood of supp(p) u 
supp(a) and U has compact support then 
Thus 
=& j (dZQ(z) VJz) dm2(z), 
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j U(w) dcJ( w) - [ U( M’) dp( w) 
=& j (Al/)(-)( V,(r) - V,,(z)) &n,(2). 
Since V,,- V, has compact support if p is any polynomial one may 
assume U(Z) = 1 p(z) 1’ on supp(p) u supp( 0) u supp( V, - V,, ). d U(: ) = 
4 ( p’(z)1 ’ which yields the result. 1 
If 0 is normalized arc length measure on the boundary of the unit circle 
and ,u is the point mass at the origin then the result above may be used to 
obtain the familiar Littlewood-Paley identity, 
The p *oaf of the following proposition is based on a method originally 
used by Carleson [S] and later by Brennan [4] and requires little poten- 
tial theory. The proposition can be given a proof using the connections 
between the fine topology, irregular boundary points for the Dirichlet 
problem and Keldysh measures (see [ 1 ] ). Results of a related nature can 
be tracetl back to Lebesgue [7]. who defined irregular boundary points in 
terms 01 Jordan curves but actually used circles in his proofs. and to 
Beurling [2], who included results relating irregular boundary points and 
the existence of certain circles in his dissertation. 
THEOF EM 2.3. [f’ s, and s2 me suhharnzonic on an open set 0’ and 
s,(q)) > i2(q))Jor some z(J in U then [here is E > 0 and L c (0, ‘CYZ ) qf positive 
length w-h that s,(z)-s~(z)>E if Iz-z,)] EL. 
Proof. Since s, is upper semicontinuous on Ii there is an open 
neighbol,hood 2’ of z. and ac[W so that s,(r,)>a>s2(z) for ZE k’. Let 
s(:)=s, :)-a. Then s is subharmonic on k’ and s(z)=s,(z)-a< 
S,(Z) --S!(Z) on I’. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem when s1 =O. 
If s i; subharmonic on U then s(z)= C’I,(z) + h(z) where V,, is the 
logarithlnic potential of a positive compactly supported measure, ~1, and /I 
is harmcmnic, and thus continuous, on U. Therefore it suffices to show that if 
J’hc(~O) : a then for any b > 0 there is L c (0, h) of positive length so that 
V,,(z) > 2 if I z - z0 I E L. 
Suppcse V,(r,)>a. For any h>O let A= (z: ~z-z~I <h, k’,,(:)<rrj. A 
is an oTen set. For i.<b let B,= {rE(O,j.)lAn (z: Jz-z,,l=r)#@),. If 
m, is one dimensional Lebesgue measure and nz,( B;.) # i for some A >O 
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then the result is proved. We will derive a contradiction from the 
assumption that m,(B,) = II for every J E: (0, b j. 
Let Oj. be a probability measure carried on A n {z: 1; - z0 1 < A} with 
fJ;.((::r, < Iz-zoI <r,))=(rz-r,)/~,O<r,<rz<kOneexampleofsuch 
a measure is given by defining 
m,(jl;--‘ol=r}nAnV)d~ 
, m,({(z-:,(=+-IA) ’ 
For; in C and A>0 
T 
2 log ) z - z. I + K, where K= inf 1 s T>OT 0 
log I 1 --sI ds. 
Since log (I- LC( is bounded above on supp(p) x SUpp(a,) and both p and 
CJ,. are finite Fubini’s theorem may be applied to obtain 
~(~logl~-~~~ldli(~~~)d~~.(~)=/(~logl;-~t~lrlo,(;))dli(a~). (1) 
, 
Since ~j- is carried on A for each 2 the left side of (1) must be less than a. 
If I is in the support of 0;. then for fixed II’ and 1 sufficiently 
small log( I II‘ - z0 1 - 2) d j log I z - IV I da;.(z) d log( 1 )V - z. I + i). Hence 
S log I I - M’ I dal(=) converges pointwise to log ( 11’ -zO I as II converges 
to 0. Also for each 1~0, SlogI=-,~)da,(=)~logI~-=,I+K. 
1 (log I ~2’ - z0 I + K) dp( $61) = VJ;,) + K 11 p I(. Therefore the dominated 
convergence theorem can be applied to the right side of (1) as 1 converges 
to 0 to obtain the limit V,,(zO). But then V,,(z,) <a, which is impossible. 1 
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III.REGIONS OF ANALYTICITY 
If p d a then I’, - VP is compactly supported and nonnegative on @. If v 
is defined by v(K) = SK ( V,(z) - V,,(z)) &n,(z) then 1’ is a compactly sup- 
ported pc sitive measure on @. Denote H*(v) by H’( V, - I’,,). 
3.1. TFEOREM. The region of analyticity for H’(a) contains the region of 
analyticit. 1 for H2( Vg - V,,). 
Prooj: Let R be the region of analyticity for H’( V, - Vr). Suppose 
I , p,# ). is a sequence of polynomials converging to 0 in L”(o). From 
theorem 11.2 it follows that { p:, i converges to 0 in L’( V, - V,,). Thus (pi,) 
converge! to 0 normally on 52. If z,, E R then define q,,(z) = (2 -z,,) p,,(z). 
I P,J%)12= 14:,kl)12 
Thus .( p,,(r,)) converges to 0, and hence ( p,, ) converges to 0 normally 
on Q. Therefore 52 c Q,. 1 
3.2. LEMMA. Let z0 E @. Suppose there e.uists E > 0 and L c (0, ‘x) of 
positioe l,vzgth so that ( VJ:) - C:,(z)) 2 E lj” 1 I - z,, 1 E L. Then z0 is in the 
region of analyticitl* for H’( V, - I ‘/,). 
Proof. We can assume L c (ci, ,x ) for some 6 > 0. Suppose { pII ) is a 
sequence of polynomials converging to 0 in L’( V, - VkI). Then 
J I P,W’ (VA=,- I’J:)) drnz(z) s 
-rr 3 SJ I P,AG+ 
re’“) I ’ ( V,( z0 + re’r’) 
L -n 
- V,,( z. + re’“)) r dfl dr 
3 &6 
ss ’ Ip,,(zo+refH)I’dOdr 1. --K 
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Hence j:~n ( P,,(z~ + &?‘)I d0 converges to 0 as n converges to =cj. 
Therefore, {P,, ) converges to 0 normally on {: : 1 r - z0 ( < 6 ) . i 
3.3. THEOREM. If [T is a nonminimal measure then the region of 
analyticit!, .for H2( a) is not empty. 
Proof: If 0 is not minimal then there is .U < (T, ,D # 0. V,, and I/, are sub- 
harmonic on @ and hence by Theorem 2.3 the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 are 
satisfied. By Theorem 3.1 it follows that the region of analyticity for H’(a) 
contains all points z such that V,(z) # C’,,(z). 1 
If p is the point mass at 0 and abp, cr #,u, then 0, ~supp(o) (see [I]). 
In general it is not possible to obtain such a strong result, but a somewhat 
weaker theorem can be proved. 
THEOREM 3.4. If (T is a compactly supported positive measure on @ then 
o=a, +a,, a, I a?, CS] is a minimal measure and Gz,, 1 supp( a, ). 
Prooj If a is a minimal measure then the proposition is trivially true by 
taking az = a. Otherwise there is a minimal measure p, equivalent to a. Let 
K = supp( G’, - k’,,). Since @\K is open and V,, = L’, on @ \K, ,u = a on 
@‘,K.Leta,=a(,and~,=~~IK.Clearly V,,-V,,=V,-_V,,.LetQbethe 
region of analyticity for H*( v0 - V,). By Theorem 3.1 Q,, 3 52, ~ I,0. By 
Theorem3.3 Q,,q-,.UzK. But KIsupp(a,). Let a2=a-a,. 1 
IV. MINIMAL MEASURES 
In this section an example of a minimal measure with a nonempty region 
of analyticity is given. This shows that the converse of Theorem 3.3 is not 
true. 
Let p be a positive compactly supported measure in C. Suppose supp(p) 
is in the closure of the unit disk, D. Suppose further that there is r < 1 such 
that ,u((IzI<r))>O. Let p,=~~,~,<,~ and ~2=~-~r. Let p3 be the 
“balayage” of p, onto dD. p3 can be formed by defining ,uJE) = 
s c,D,TE.f(ei’) dt where J(e”) = (1/2n) s P(z, e”) dp,(z) and P(z, e”) is the 
Poisson kernel for ; on cJD. ~1, is easily seen to be equivalent to ,u, and 
.f(e”)a((l-r)/(l +r))p({Iz(<r)) for all t. 
Let I’ =pz +,D~. v is equivalent to p. If p <a and supp(o) c dD then 
1’ < a. To see this suppose that s is subharmonic and continuous on C. Let 
k be the harmonic extension to D of s liiD. 
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= 1 h(e”)f(e”) dr + 1 s(z) dpz(z) 
6 [ h(z) dp,(z) + 1 h(z) dp?(r) 
Now suppose that D is a positive measure on SD such that U(E) = 
iEr,cDg(ei’) dt and 1 logg(e”) dt> -,r;. Further suppose that g is con- 
tinuous and g( 1) = 0. Then CJ is a minimal measure. To see this first note 
that if p 6 r~ then supp(p) c a. Suppose that supp(p) #SD. Form 1’ as 
above. Then v < (T. But if v is equivalent to G and both measures are carried 
on dD 1 hen v = (T, since they both produce the same result when integrated 
against functions continuous on B and harmonic in D. This is impossible 
since d\ =f(&‘) dt on c?D andf(e”) > 6 > 0 for all t. while dc = g(e”) dt and 
g( 1) = (I. Consequently 0 is seen to be a minimal measure. 
The condition that j logg(e”) dt > - lx8 implies that the region of 
analyticity for H’(o) is D. This can be proved by noting the fact that 
log I p(I)\ d j log I p(e”)( dt/2n for any polynomial p. Let - hl= 
j log( g ‘e”) ) dr,/2n. 
( p(O)(‘<e”’ 
J ‘exp(log ( p(e”)l’+logg(e”))~ 
=e .” 
1 
* ) p(e”)l’g(e”j $. 
Other points in D may be bounded similarly which shows that the region 
of analyticity for H’(o) is all of D. 
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